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About This Content

KUNOS Simulazioni and 505 Games are proud to present the "RED PACK", the DLC package for ASSETTO CORSA that
includes seven legendary Italian sports cars and Austria’s RedBull Ring circuit.

Since the birth of modern motorsports, Red has historically been the colour of choice for Italian Manufacturers & competitive
teams. In keeping with that theme, the RED PACK includes some of the most wanted cars from the most iconic italian

Factories, Ferrari, Lamborghini and Maserati!

The CARS:

Ferrari SF-15T
Ferrari F138

Ferrari 488 GT3
Maserati 250F 6C

Maserati 250F T2 12C
Maserati GranTurismo MC GT4

Lamborghini Aventador SuperVeloce

The track
Spielberg REDBULL Ring Circuit

The Ferrari SF15-T is the first Ferrari GP car to debut for ASSETTO CORSA, it is the second car made by Ferrari since the
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reintroduction of turbo engines in 2014. The red single seater has been reproduced in cooperation with Ferrari.
The Ferrari F138 (originally known as the Ferrari F2013, and sometimes referred to by its project number, the Ferrari 664) is a
Formula One racing car designed and built by Scuderia Ferrari for use in the 2013 Formula One season. It was driven by two-
times World Champion Fernando Alonso and his team-mate Felipe Massa. The chassis was named F138 to represent the year

that it would be raced in, 2013, and to mark the final season that Formula One would use V8 engines.
The Maserati 250F took part of Formula One racing between January 1954 and November 1960, when rules allowed 2.5 liter

unsupercharged or 750 cc supercharged engines.
Maserati went with the former, chosing a straight six aspirated engine configuration; in 1956 it mounted a V12 engine. With a
quite roomy cockpit, Maserati 250F featured a 4 gears transmission (plus reverse) and Continental fashion pedals arrangement:

clutch, throttle and brake in this order.
The Ferrari 488 GT3 is the the racing version of the latest 488 GTB, presented at the Ferrari Finali Mondiali, as replacement for

the 458 Italia.This car features large side intakes to provide a better air flow to its twin-turbocharged 3.9-liter V8.
With increased power, lower weight, improved aerodynamics and innovative technologies the Lamborghini Aventador LP 750-4
Superveloce is the most pure incarnation of a Lamborghini to date: unmistakable Lamborghini super sports car DNA, dynamic

superiority and exceptional driving precision.
A focus on weight reduction while incorporating innovative technologies has resulted in the most sports-oriented, fastest and

most emotional series production Lamborghini ever. The weight has been further reduced by 50 kg through enhanced
lightweight engineering including significant use of carbon fiber. The naturally aspirated V12 engine's power is increased to 750

hp. This results in a power-to-weight-ratio of 2,03 kg/hp. The Superveloce accelerates from 0 to 100 km/h in 2.8 seconds and
powers on to reach a top speed of more than 350 km/h.

After the experience with Trofeo Series, Maserati is ready to push the GranTurismo MCs into a new challenge: the international
GT4 series.

The modifications needed for GT4 homologation mainly concern the engine and aerodynamics. The car's overall technical make-
up will be unchanged: the 4700cc engine, electro-actuated transmission with paddle-shift commands and a kerb weight of 1410
kg will stay. The fitting of an air scoop will reduce the car's power output to 430 bhp from its current 488 bhp while a newly-

designed rear spoiler and modified diffuser will bring the car's performance into line with that of the other GT4 cars.
The RedBull Ring has been reproduced for Assetto Corsa to the highest level of detail through the use of laserscan technology.
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Title: Assetto Corsa - Red Pack
Genre: Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Kunos Simulazioni
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista Sp2 - 7 Sp1 - 8 - 8.1 - 10

Processor: AMD Athlon X2 2.8 GHZ, Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10.1 (e.g. AMD Radeon HD 6450, Nvidia GeForce GT 460)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 15 GB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

English,Italian
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A must have for cooldown from hard games! Very Peaceful!. i really like this game. most games if there is a small player base
you can't play online because there are no ai to take their place and this game has them. pit stops, fuel, tireware,car upgrades,
crew upgrades and even if your terrible at the game which im sure i am it doesn't take long to start getting a few upgrades on
your car.between overdrive mode and battery for nitrous and slipstream and passing controls there is alot to do when it comes to
racing considering your not even driving the car. pretty good game i think and i havent even been able to play anything but quick
race atm.. You can build a city where the lower class doesn't want to enter no matter what and still make 100k per month from
low tax rates.

. An incredibly fun little game. Very restricted number of maps, and the single-player AI is.. well.. a little on the dumb side. The
game only gets hard when you're absolutely massively outnumbered, because then there's a decent chance that someone will try
to take a potshot at you :)

Even so, this game is extremely fun. pick-up-and-play kinda fun.. Nothing too taxing.. No hard rules to understand.. just fly and
shoot. Very well recommended if you have a fair internet connection and want to have a play online.. When I first tried this
game out, it was completely unplayable because it kept crashing at certain bosses. But my refund didn't go through and the game
was fun enough to try again when I saw there was an update. I'm glad I gave it another shot! It's a lot slower-paced than other
shoot-'em-ups but still pretty exciting because of the way every shot counts. The bosses that show up every once in a while are
also fun and unique for this type of game. It's really a nice change of pace from similar shooters.

A few flaws in no particular order though:

1. The create-a-ship thing doesn't let you choose your ship's build. It's always a light-weight fast ship that dies in one hit. This is
especially important to note because it means the game's main selling point is kind of misleading.
2. It's okay to have a ship that's slower than the other ships for balance, but the Hake is so incredibly slow that certain bosses are
basically impossible unless you luck out and pick up enough movement speed boosts that you can take them down. This is
compounded by the fact that additional firepower upgrades aren't actually that great on the Hake past level 3; it just gives you a
weird spread-shot that's oddly useless in this game.
3. When the Leviathan shows up the game slows down to the point of basically stopping completely, for a moment. This has also
happened for me against late-game bosses, probably thanks to the number of other enemies around at the same time.
4. The game may not crash during play anymore, but it does sometimes crash in the little doodle program where you draw your
own ship.
5. There's no sound when a power-up appears, and you can sometimes kill off-screen enemies, meaning that essential upgrades
can disappear before you even know they ever existed.
6. Homing missiles sometimes pass right through enemies.

Overall it's a nice little score-chaser, and none of that ruins the game for me so I'll go ahead and give it the thumbs up... But,
buyer beware.. As a bit of an airship enthusiast I was really impressed with Hindenburg VR experience. The author got every
little detail right, including the front and back control center, pathways inside the airship, engine rooms, smoking room,
restaurant, A and B passenger rooms and even illustrations on the walls! I visited a Zeppelin Museum in Friedrichshafen, but
here I actually learned more details about the Hindenburg internals.
People who are dissapointed with this VR app are probably so because this is not a real game. It is a VR experience, and after
you visit every place in the airship and play with scenarios (Hindenburg disaster and RC Hindenburg) there is not much else to
do. It took me below two hours to finish everything. Still, I am interested in the topic, so it was good use of my money.
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Really wanted to like this.. but there are some fundamental design flaws that really prevent me from playing it anymore. It's
virtually impossible to determine areas where you're able to drop down to lower areas, so you'll spend a lot of time frustrated in
an area where there's no apparent way to proceed, only to accidentally press down and drop through the floor.

Other irritations- the game doesn't really tell you what type of materials you can dig into.. dirt, okay. stone- apparently?? I spent
way too much time stuck in one area only to find that I could dig through solid rock. Apparently not metal though, or thin
beams. I just doesn't make any sense and the game doesn't help you understand whats going on (either through color coding,
highlighting, or even a frickin tutorial).

The last major flaw is the ham fisted time-rewind mechanic that seems to exist solely to correct other design flaws (the fact that
you can get stuck in the first place). It's not like Braid where it's crucial to solving puzzles, it's just there as an "undo button"
which is pretty lame.

As a side note and unrelated to my overall experience of the game (because I turned it off), the music was god awful. sounded
like a couple of kids 'jamming' in the garage. Just.. awful.

Anyway, if it's on sale and you're curious go for it.. otherwise save your money.. Weardale and Teesdale Network is a really
detailed and well done DLC set in the '50s. You have more than 200 miles to explore, different routes, branches, many stations,
both freight and passengers services and really beautiful landscapes. Career mode offers you the possibility to see all of this in a
really engaged way, but of course you can also drive a locomotive in a more relaxing way in Quick Drive and also in Free Roam
mode.
In conclusion I really recommend this DLC and if you want to add another locomotive and other career scenarios you can buy it
taking advantage of the twin pack with the class 105. Absolutely new game concept - calming puzzle where you need to "paint"
as much on a body as you can.. Well to begin, I personally want to say that the challenge is certainly present in Rynn's
Adventure. The platforming in the game certainly is good. I found some of the mobs to be quite tedious in some parts of the
game, but overall doable. The animations in the game are fairly good for it being Arcane Four Studio's first game ever. I would
highly recommend the game to anyone who enjoys a challenging platformer.

I will be investing more hours into this game with the goal of 100% completion, it certainly has my interest as far as progression
goes.
~ Mithy. Really good game, graphics are simple but very cool. Gameplay is fast and furious. Original concept, shame that not
many people online to play against.. This game is amazing. Picking up where Mortal Kombat 7 left off (Mortal Kombat 8 was
MK vs. DC, and is considered non-canon {though after MK 11... maybe not?}). Anyway, Future Evil Raiden sends a message
back to his MK 1 self, "He must win." Which the rest of the story is basically trying to figure out who "he" is. And of course
messing up the timeline while doing so! Being a (soft?) reboot, the story covers the time period of Mortal Kombats 1 through 3.
While the conclusion is not completely satisfying, they did stick the landing. (And apparently the sequels build well on it.)

Now, as to gameplay... It is brutal. Now, I first have to state I played on the lowest difficulty setting (I know, "Get guud...").
Comparing it to the only other Netherrealm game I have played, the first Injustice, it is much more difficult. It sometimes took
me ten or more tries to beat Shao Khan at the end of a Ladder. (I agree Shao, it is official, I suck.) Still, it is entertaining. And
getting enough Koins to buy out the Krypt will take many attempts anyway... Or maybe two playthroughs of the story. Also, the
Tag Ladder is much easier. Apparently, they didn't double the health bar of the three bosses...

There are also a lot of Kombatants to play as. Even Freddy Krueger. (Though I kind-of wish they had thrown Kratos in, too.)
The Fatalities are tricky to trigger, though that might also be because I use a keyboard. And for some reason, I can trigger the
Babalities more often (though those can be cute).

All in all, I fully recommend this game. Especially to those who actually know what they are doing in a fighting game.... this
game is stupid
all you do is push snow
DO NOT BUY IT!. I have spent every minute of the past hour absolutely gobsmacked by how awesome this is. Game of the
year, every year.
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